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Parapsychology 

 
Parapsychology is events, which demonstrably occur and which scientists cannot 

explicate 

          Parapsychology is term come for grecia words para (next) and psychology. 

Parapsychology denote scientific research upon sensory possibility, which are beyond some 

men. Parapsychology (otherwise also metapsychics) as branch comprises idea and practices 

have extrasensory perception (out of attendances sensory authorities to - eyesight, hearing, 

olfaction, appetites and touch) and comprises light hand also psychotronics and metapsychics. 

Parapsychology with deals effect and displays, which arise acitivities of the human spirit. 

          These effect giving a relation to intellectual activities can be by that time scientifically 

difficult for accout for, despite the fact that with demonstrably occur will as spontaneous (rare 

and sometimes unreproducible) or as designedly developed, as for example in practice 

experiment or activity of for purpose of achieving a concrete aims or alternations. 

 

ESP = extra-sensory perception and transcendention 

Any energy can not see once be feeling, can be however it is extra-sensory apperceive 

and be distinguished theirs quality - as for example form, amount, character (perhaps as big 

positive vibe). Can be initiate also theirs birth, actuate is and further with them ass into gear - 

contentrate, tend, beam to apart from distances and otherwise with them cook - and this only 

by force of the human spirit and his free motion in another (altered) status awareness (trance). 

 

 

 
 

Areas parapsychology: 

 

Information transfer, manipulation with mass, migration spirit 

  
    • information transfer / telepathy, telegnosis, telestesion, imagination, 

     • manipulation with mass / transformation, telekinetion, teleporting, levitation, 

bilocation, de-materialisation, therapy, 

     • migration spirit / karma, fate, inkarnation, reinkarnation, astral journeyings. 
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Information transfer 

Telepathy 

Telepathy is extrasensory perception, amount carried over idea of on any distance and 

clairvoyant data acquisitionor unilateral or peer communication based on deteriorating links. 

It is about paranormal communication midst persons, by lower down attend extrasenzoric by 

way of to information communication, senses and imagine. Telepathy dish out on 

spontaneous (inadvertent) and experimental (designedly developed status). 

Idea is forms of energy and beef, which can be activated and is the such big, what to her 

embed in beef. By its routing on another person of close in her unilateral flow, which can by 

sensitive of persons with (pointed persons - recipient also broadcast beef) be past in affected 

even unwanted mutual benefit communication - deteriorating arrest. 

This mutual benefit communication can be in a way also dangerous (as for example 

pointed person perceives - subconsciously feels, that it is someone contacted or can broadcast 

unwillingly accept abient beef or on all thumbs curer can easily be past disease medicated). 

As to to those unwanted communication avoid, is on it perhaps believe and ensure they 

protection (as for example plow back its aura to protect against income for abient beef or 

against unwanted communication). 

Case in achievement establishing affected communication can attend also to accident. 

Albeit amount carried over be in progress in extrasensory plane, such has to be, case in the 

case of interworking communication to both directions (as from broadcast home and since 

aims to broadcast), autonomous energy fount with its onwards flow. 

In case of deficient force function relayed beef - forces of one fount will reach to 

insufficiently of value, accordingly bastardised of transmission, which relayed person can 

apperceive as beef relayed for leisure and by aim persons - recipient with this no effect 

anyway. It can occur unilateral or also mutual benefit complex disable state alliance, when are 

not amount carried over realize and little beef with by way of clear away. 

          Realization and quality of transmission depends not on distances of both subjects, that 

plays not no role to play. Fundamental is strength of will, force function relayed beef, 

sensitivity participants and depth trans broadcast beef also recipient. Its role to play here also 

play light hand also conditionals, environment, circumstance, start polarity other background. 

Work with esotericism is as a general rule highly energy ambitious and backbreaking, reason 

it is appropriate to by baser force function ain full of life beef this activity confine. 
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Telegnosis 

Telegnosis (light hand telegnosa, telegnnoza) is ability to of some of persons with 

cognize subjects or affairs remotely through other persons (or more of persons with), which 

monitor and apperceive subjects or happening on distant places by actual telepathy of 

transmission. 

 

Telestesion 

Telestesion (light hand telestesie, telestezie) is in parapsychology apprehension out of 

attendances acquaintance sensory authorities to, by it connects information on specific entity 

with movement answer at them, eg. dowsing. 

 

Imagination 

Imagination is ideation, esotericism under herewith institution roger ability to fantasise 

anything such deeply and with such assembly, as thoughsgiven affair can attain forms in astral 

plane. 

 
 

Manipulation with mass 

Transformation 

Transformation (otherwise also transmutation) is change over, reshaping article or 

bodyfor other forms their availability.Incommutable with decampment or positive death, 

subject all along from now on exists, even is in other, amended by council form of their 

availability. 

  

Telekinesis 

Telekinesis (light hand telekinese, telekineze) is influence exercise inanimate article by 

force free motion, otherwise also psychokinesis for exercise clay caused only intellectual 

acitivities. Exercise article or change theirs conformation by dint of idea of (intellectual beef), 

out of any physical contact. 
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Teleporting 

Teleporting is acute displacing clay for either places on the other, during which time 

distance here plays not no role to play. This be done by change over hereof article in beef, of 

which is after porterage for inner space media metamorphosed again in historic clay. 

          Medium through their forces inner space identifies with subject of, which founds 

elsewhere, and alter him in beef, because article is combinations molecule (assembly group 

electron circulative over cores) and after porterage for inner space media is transferred as you 

were. 

 

Levitation 

Levitation is raised or else hovering with different body's or by people in the air as it 

were out of any in evidence foothold or suspension, abstractedly from earth's gravity. 

Levitation actuate magi, indian fakir or lama monks. 

 

Bilocation 
 

          Bilocation is ability to be designedly as in one time all at once physically on two places, 

and this conspicuously and at the same time also administrate activity and normally be 

functional. It is about clergy projection his concrete bodies for his ethereal bodies fourth 

dimensions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Dematerialisation 

Dematerialization (otherwise also dematerialisation) is dematerialize, out flowing, from 

after the flesh any article or organism, over his visual decampment infiltration there is still, 

eg. as forms of energy and is the maybe his resubmission materialisation for historic 

molecular combinations. 

 

Materialisation 

          Materialisation (rematerialisation) is opposite of dematerialisation and entails 

resubmission alinement clay for historic physical status ago dematerialisation. 

          Materialisation can also be implementation aim executions absolutely fresh alinement 

clay for intended concrete physical appearances and in evidence forms, by way of attainment 

calculated active imaginations promoted creative beef. 

 

Psychical therapy 
 

          Disease is act abient clergy attitudes and concordant ideas peace and loves again 

windlass haleness. Is scientifically disproving, as though clergy, intellectual and emotional 

conflicts are close to the vest causes all sorts of baneful disease. 
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          Psychical (clergy, intellectual) therapy is maybe to distance and by her it can be have 

office hours inner space diseased such, as if was curer and findings of treatment with enter an 

appearance accordingly, what is trust and beliefs hereof curer. 

 

 

 

Migration spirit 

 

Karma - fate 

Karma is law causes and aftermath, control caring destiny, especially reincarnation. Under good 

achievements is meed of, under malignant achievements is pain. Karma is bequest former bare life. 

This, who committed abient acts, is herewith by negotiation burdened and vice versa. This 

encumbering relays for by other bare life, while with this blunder unatones, correct not or abolished. 

 

Incarnation 

Incarnation entails go into a place bodies. incarnation is ditto what incarnations. Being used for 

denominations periods of residence air hose valve in some bodily collection box. This residence may 

not be cut and dried and can be in terms of time restricted. 

  

Reincarnation 

Reincarnation is resubmission incarnations, fresh incarnations air hose valve, resurgence. 

Reincarnation is thus an acknowledgement facts, as though life cycle beings good many times repeats. 

Reincarnation is along those lines phenomenon as metempsychosis, which is metempsychoses, 

reincarnation to other individual. 

  

Astral journeyings 

Astral journeyings is designedly developed and perceived exercise subjekt, as the case may be his 

astral bodies out of his physical body. Caring subjekt creates reality - physical body and astral body, 

which can abstractedly from cannon, be on in a trance outside physical body and has then into it as 

you were admit. 
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Finding and experi for examination parapsychology can be 

employ even in practice 

Businesslike activity can be administrate for achieving affirmative change in some areas 

Parapsychology be possible for in some adequate cases advantage to take as contingency 

creative, fast and effective solution of some trouble, during which time decides not, whether it 

is it for persons, miscellaneous subjects or firms.  

Advantage shall they important and urgent cases, where threatens or where already be in 

progress a call blocking - emergency rescue and fast and effective solution already arisen or 

arising trouble or circumstance. 

Advantage is here contingency combinations and synergy any more each other coherent 

acitivities and their actual executions at a blow. In terms of possibilities is guaranteed 

anonymity, confidentiality and ethic. These activities can be mented in relatively short time 

according theirs costingness and exigencies repetition. 
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